Dear Kerry,

These STEM-OPS "News Bites" have been created to keep you informed of discrete happenings between newsletters. The next full newsletter will be coming soon!

Various internship program applications and information sessions:

**Princeton University's Prison Teaching Initiative (PTI) Internship Applications**

PTI will be holding a virtual information session for their summer internships tomorrow at 4:00 p.m. at this Zoom link; please encourage all interested participants to join.

This summer, we are offering two internship opportunities to undergraduates from 2- and 4-year institutions:

- **Coding Foundations of Research** is designed for undergraduates excited to increase their familiarity with computers and includes intensive computer literacy and coding training. Students will apply their new coding skills to analyze scientific data and learn about computer-based research in a variety of STEM and social science fields. Forward your direct questions to Chris Etienne, PTI's student engagement coordinator, at ce6411@princeton.edu.

- **Computational Biology Research: Gateway to STEM** helps students gain research experience in computational biology, learn the principles of scientific thinking, and understand research scholarship. Each student will work with a faculty mentor and their associated research group. Forward your direct questions to Dr. Bridgett vonHoldt, Princeton associate professor of ecology & evolutionary biology, at vonholdt@princeton.edu.

The deadline for all Princeton internship applications is **March 8, 2024**!

**Prison-to-Professionals Internship Application**

Exciting News! The Prison-to-Professionals Program (P2P) is thrilled to announce our partnership with renowned institutions Johns Hopkins Medicine, Howard University, Stanford University, and Princeton University for NSF- and NIH-sponsored summer research opportunities!

Forward your direct questions to info@prisontopro.org.

Ready to take your career to the next level? Fill out the application form. Act fast!
The deadline for all P2P applications is **February 15, 2024**.

For questions about P2P's internship program or application form contact, XXX.